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Abstract

A common problem in machine learning is to
rank a set of n items based on pairwise com-
parisons. Here ranking refers to partitioning
the items into sets of pre-specified sizes ac-
cording to their scores, which includes identi-
fication of the top-k items as the most promi-
nent special case. The score of a given item
is defined as the probability that it beats a
randomly chosen other item. Finding an ex-
act ranking typically requires a prohibitively
large number of comparisons, but in prac-
tice, approximate rankings are often ade-
quate. Accordingly, we study the problem of
finding approximate rankings from pairwise
comparisons. We analyze an active ranking
algorithm that counts the number of compar-
isons won, and decides whether to stop or
which pair of items to compare next, based
on confidence intervals computed from the
data collected in previous steps. We show
that this algorithm succeeds in recovering ap-
proximate rankings using a number of com-
parisons that is close to optimal up to log-
arithmic factors. We also present numeri-
cal results, showing that in practice, approx-
imation can drastically reduce the number of
comparisons required to estimate a ranking.

1 Introduction

The problem of ranking a collection of n items from
noisy pairwise comparisons arises in a wide range of
applications, including recommender systems for rat-
ing movies, books, or other consumer items [Pie+13;
Agg16]; peer grading for ranking students in massive
open online courses [Sha+13]; ranking players in tour-
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naments; search engines; quantifying people’s percep-
tion of cities from pairwise comparison of street views
of the cities [Sal+13]; and online sequential survey
sampling for assessing the popularity of proposals in a
population of voters [SL15].

In each of these applications, the aim is to obtain a
statistically sound ranking from as few comparisons
as possible. In this work, we investigate the power
of adaptively selecting which pairs to compare based
on the outcomes of previous comparisons, a setting we
call active or adaptive ranking. In contrast, passive or
non-adaptive ranking approaches fix the comparisons
to make before any data is collected. It is well un-
derstood that one can typically learn a ranking using
fewer adaptively chosen comparisons than one would
need when passively choosing comparisons [Hec+16].
However, for moderately large or large collections of
items–such as the ones that appear in most of the
applications mentioned above–or for collections with
many items of “similar quality” (to be made rigorous
below), learning the exact ground-truth ranking may
still require prohibitively many comparisons.

Motivated by these large-scale ranking problems, this
work studies the problem of adaptivity obtaining ap-
proximate rankings. We demonstrate that learn-
ing an approximate ranking may still be statistically
tractable even when recovering the exact ranking is
not. Formally, we consider a collection of n items,
and make comparison queries between pairs of items
i, j 2 [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. We assume that the response
to those queries are stochastic, where the probability
that item i “beats” item j is given by Mij 2 (0, 1). We
assume that the outcomes of all queries are statistically
independent, and assume that either item i or item
j “wins” the comparison with probability 1, which
means that Mij +Mji = 1 for all i 6= j. Our aim is to
rank the items in terms of their Borda scores [DB81],
defined as the probability that item i defeats an item
chosen uniformly at random from [n] \ {i}:

⌧i :=
1

n� 1

X

j 6=i

Mij . (1)

Apart from their intuitive appeal, the Borda scores
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generalize the orderings considered in several popular
comparison models, including the classical, parametric
Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) [BT52; Luc59] and Thur-
stone [Thu27] models, as well as the non-parametric
Strong Stochastic Transitivity (SST) model [TER69].
In all of these models, the intrinsic model-defined or-
dering coincides with that given by the scores {⌧i}ni=1.
Rather than learning the scores {⌧i}ni=1 exactly, or
ranking items according to their exact score, this pa-
per considers the problem of approximately partition-
ing the items into sets of pre-specified sizes according
to their respective scores. This includes finding a total
ordering that is approximately correct, and the task of
finding a set of k items that is close to the top-k items.
For simplicity, we exclusively focus on the latter prob-
lem in this paper.

Contributions: Our main contribution is to present
and analyze a novel active ranking algorithm for es-
timating an approximate ranking of the items. The
algorithm is based on adaptively estimating the scores
to within su�cient resolution to deduce a ranking.
We establish that with high probability, the algo-
rithm returns a ranking which satisfies the desired
approximation guarantee, and attains a distribution-
dependent sample complexity which can be param-
eterized in terms of the scores {⌧i}ni=1. We then
prove distribution-dependent lower bounds that match
our upper bound up to logarithmic factors for many
problem instances. Our analysis leverages the fact
that ranking in terms of the scores {⌧i}ni=1 is re-
lated to a particular class of multi-armed bandit prob-
lems [ED+06; Bub+13; Urv+13]; this same connec-
tion has been observed in the context of finding the
top item [Yue+12; Jam+15; Urv+13]. Since to the
best of our knowledge, the approximate subset selec-
tion problem has not been studied in the bandit liter-
ature, a version of our algorithm and results are also
new when specialized to the multi-armed bandit prob-
lem. Finally, we examine pathological distributions
for which the complexity of approximate ranking (or
approximate subset selection in the multi-armed ban-
dit setup) seems to diverge from what one would ex-
pect. In these cases, we show that careful randomized
guessing strategies can yield significant improvements
in sample complexity.

Motivation for Approximate Rankings: In or-
der to understand how approximation can drastically
reduce the number of comparisons required, let us
consider a motivating example. Suppose that we are
interested in identifying the top-k items, and sup-
pose for simplicity that the items are ordered, i.e.,
⌧1 > ⌧2 > . . . > ⌧n (of course this ordering is not
known a-priori). The paper [Hec+16] shows that in
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Figure 1. Estimated scores from two di↵erent

domains: (a) Comparisons of the proposals in the

PlaNYC survey, as reported in the paper [SL15].

(b) Scores from comparisons of Gif’s according

to whether they display a certain emotion (see

http://www.gif.gf/).

the active setting, the number of comparisons neces-
sary and su�cient for finding the top k items is of the
order

Xk

i=1

1

(⌧i � ⌧k+1)2
+
Xn

i=k+1

1

(⌧k � ⌧i)2
, (2)

up to a logarithmic factor. Thus, the sample complex-
ity depends on the distribution of the scores; see Fig-
ure 1 how these scores are distributed in some appli-
cations. In practice, the di↵erences between the scores
often obey the scaling ⌧i � ⌧i+1 ⇡ 1/n on average
(see Figure 1). To identify the top-k items exactly,
the aforementioned optimal active scheme would re-
quire on the order of n2 comparisons, and a minimax-
optimal passive ranking scheme would even require on
the order of n3 comparisons [SW15].

Theorem 1 in this paper shows that if one does not
need to extract the exact top-k items, but is instead
willing to tolerate a few–say, h many–mistakes, then
the number of comparisons shrinks drastically, specif-
ically by a factor proportional to h. In particular, if
we want to find a set S of 10% of the items (k = 0.1n)
such that all but 10% of the elements of S1 are among
the true top 10% of items (h = 0.1k, k = 0.1n), then
the overall number of comparisons required would be
on the order of n2/h = 100n. Thus, relaxing to ap-
proximate ranking can yield speedups that are linear
and quadratic in the number of items, compared to op-
timal exact active and exact passive schemes. More-
over, our algorithm (Algorithm 1 below) that obtains
this factor-of-h speedup does not require priori infor-
mation about the spacings of the {⌧i}ni=1, but instead
learns a near-optimal measurement allocation for these
scores adaptively.

Related works: There is a vast literature on rank-
ing and estimation from pairwise comparison data;
however, most work focuses on finding exact rank-
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ings. There are a number of papers [Hun04; Neg+12;
Haj+14; Sha+16a; SW15] devoted to settings in which
pairs to be compared are chosen a priori, whereas here
we assume that the pairs may be chosen in an ac-
tive manner. Moreover, several works impose restric-
tions on the pairwise comparison probabilities, e.g.,
by assuming the Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) paramet-
ric model (discussed below) [Sz15; Hun04; Neg+12;
Haj+14; Sha+16a]. Eriksson [Eri13] considers the
problem of finding the very top items using graph-
based techniques, whereas Busa-Fekete et al. [BF+13]
consider the problem of finding the top-k items. Ailon
[Ail11] considers the problem of linearly ordering the
items so as to disagree in as few pairwise preference
labels as possible. Our work is also related to the lit-
erature on multi-armed bandits, as discussed later in
the paper.

2 Problem Formulation and

Background

In this section, we formally state the approximate
ranking problem considered in this paper.

2.1 Pairwise probabilities and scores

Given a collection of items [n] := {1, . . . , n}, let us
denote by Mij 2 (0, 1) the (unknown) probability that
item i wins a comparison with item j. We let Xij

denote a Bernoulli random variable taking a value of
1 if i beats j and 0 otherwise, so that Mij = E[Xij ].
Moreover, we require that any comparison results
in a winner, so that Mij + Mji = 1. For each
item i 2 [n], recall that the score (1) defined by
⌧i := 1

n�1

P
j2[n]\{i} Mij corresponds to the proba-

bility that item i wins a comparison with an item
j chosen uniformly at random from [n] \ {i}. We
let ⇡ : [n] ! [n] denote any (possibly non-unique)
permutation such that ⌧⇡(1) � ⌧⇡(2) � . . . � ⌧⇡(n). In
words, ⇡(i) denotes the item with the ith largest score.
Ranking corresponds to partitioning the items into
disjoint sets according to its scores. For simplicity,
in this paper we focus on the ranking problem of
splitting [n] into the top-k items and its complement
S1 := {⇡(1), . . . ,⇡(k)}, S2 := {⇡(k + 1), . . . ,⇡(n)}.
In this work, our goal is to find an approxi-
mation to S1 and S2 in terms of the Ham-
ming distance between two sets S,S 0, defined as
DH(S,S 0) := |(S [ S 0) \ (S \ S 0)|. Specifically, we say
the ranking bS1, bS2 with | bS`| = |S`| is h-Hamming-
accurate if

DH( bS`,S`)  2h, for ` 2 {1, 2}.

For future reference, we define

CMmin :=
�
M 2 (0, 1)n⇥n |Mij=1�Mji,Mij�Mmin

 
,

corresponding to the set of pairwise comparison ma-
trices with pairwise comparison probabilities lower
bounded by Mmin.

2.2 The active approximate ranking problem

An active ranking algorithm acts on a pairwise com-
parison model M 2 C0. The goal is to obtain an
approximate partition of the items into disjoint sets
from active comparisons. At each time instant, the
algorithm can compare two arbitrary items, which the
algorithm may select based on the outcomes of pre-
vious comparisons. When comparing i and j, the al-
gorithm obtains an independent draw of the random
variable Mij in response. The algorithm terminates
based on an associated stopping rule, and returns an
approximate ranking bS1, bS2. For a given tolerance pa-
rameter � 2 (0, 1), we say a ranking algorithm A is
(h, �)-accurate for a pairwise comparison matrix M ,
if the ranking returned is h-Hamming accurate with
probability at least 1� �. Moreover, we say that A is
uniformly (h, �)-accurate over a given set of pairwise
comparison models C if it is �-accurate for eachM 2 C.

2.3 Relation to multi-armed bandits

The exact version of the ranking problem considered
in this paper is related to the subset selection prob-
lem in the bandit literature [Kal+12]. Specifically, a
multi-armed bandit model consists of n arms, each a
random variable with unknown distribution. The sub-
set selection problem is concerned with identifying the
top arms (according to the means) by taking indepen-
dent draws of the random variables. Various works
[YJ11; Yue+12; Urv+13; Jam+15] have observed that,
by definition of the score ⌧i, comparing item i to an
item chosen uniformly at random from [n] \ {i} can
be modeled as drawing a Bernoulli random variable
with mean ⌧i. Our subsequent analysis relies on this
relation.

However, when viewing our problem as a multi-armed
bandit problem with means {⌧i}ni=1, we are ignoring
the fact that the means are coupled, as they must be
realized by some pairwise comparison matrix M . Due
to Mij = 1 � Mji, this matrix must satisfy certain

constraints, such as
P

n

i=1 ⌧i = n/2 and
P

j

i=1 ⌧⇡(i) �
1

n�1
j(j�1)

2 (e.g., see the papers [Lan53; Joe88]). Our
algorithm turns out to be near-optimal, even though
it does not take those constraints into account. This
seems to corroborate the observation in [Sim+17] that
many types of constraints surprisingly do not improve
the sample complexity of bandit problems.
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Finally, at least to the best of our knowledge, the prob-
lem of approximate subset selection has not been stud-
ied in the bandit literature, meaning that our algo-
rithm and results are also new when specialized to the
multi-armed bandit problem. However, it should be
noted that other versions of approximation have been
considered in the literature; for instance, Zhou et al.
[Zho+14] studied the problem of selecting k arms with
low aggregate regret, defined as the gap between the
average reward of the optimal solution and the solu-
tion given by the algorithm.

2.4 Parametric models

In this section, we introduce a family of parametric
models that are popular in the pairwise comparison
literature [Sz15; Hun04; Neg+12; Haj+14; Sha+16a].
We focus on these parametric models in Section 3.3,
where we show that, perhaps surprisingly, if the pair-
wise comparison probabilities are bounded away from
zero, for most constellations of scores, these assump-
tions can at most provide little gains in sample com-
plexity.

Any member of this family is defined by a strictly in-
creasing and continuous function � : R ! [0, 1] obey-
ing �(t) = 1 � �(�t), for all t 2 R. The function �
is assumed to be known. A pairwise comparison ma-
trix in this family is associated to an unknown vector
w 2 Rn, where each entry of w represents some quality
or strength of the corresponding item. The paramet-
ric model CPAR(�) associated with the function � is
defined as:

CPAR(�) = {Mij = �(wi � wj) 8i, j 2 [n], w 2 Rn}.

Popular examples of models in this family are the
Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) model, obtained by setting
� equal to the sigmoid function �(t) = 1

1+e�t , and
the Thurstone model, obtained by setting � equal to
the Gaussian CDF. Since ⌧1 > ⌧2 > . . . > ⌧n is equiv-
alent to w1 > w2 > . . . > wn, the ranking induced by
the scores {⌧i}ni=1 is equivalent to that induced by w.

3 Hamming-LUCB: Algorithm and

analysis

In this section, we present our approximate ranking
algorithm, and an analysis proving that it is near op-
timal for many interesting and natural problem in-
stances.

3.1 The Hamming-LUCB algorithm

Our algorithm is based on actively identifying sets S̃1

and S̃2 consisting of k � h items and n� k � h items,

respectively, such that with high confidence the items
in the first set have a larger score than the items in
the second set. Once we have found such sets, we
can arbitrarily distribute the remaining items to the
sets S̃1 and S̃2 in order to obtain a Hamming-accurate
ranking with high confidence.

Our algorithm identifies those sets based on adaptively
estimating the scores {⌧i}ni=1. We estimate the score
of item i by comparing item i with items chosen uni-
formly at random from [n] \ {i}, which yields an unbi-
ased estimate of ⌧i. The key idea is to only estimate
the scores su�ciently well so we can obtain the two
sets S̃1 and S̃2 from them. This strategy decides based
on the current estimates of the scores and associated
confidence intervals which estimate to “update”, by
comparing it to a randomly chosen item. Our strategy
to update the estimates of the scores is guided by the
insight that the “easiest” items to distinguish are the
top k� h items, {⇡(1), . . . ,⇡(k� h)}, and the bottom
n� k � h items, {⇡(k + h+ 1), . . . ,⇡(n)}. Hence, our
algorithm focuses on what it “thinks” are those top
and bottom items.

We define a confidence bound based on an non-
asymptotic version of the law of the iterated al-
gorithm [Kau+16; Jam+14]; it is of the form

↵(u) /
q

log(log(u)n/�)
u

, where u is an integer corre-
sponding to the number of comparisons, and with
the constants involved explicitly chosen by setting

↵(u) =
q

�(u,�/n)
2u , with �(u, �0) = log(1/�0) +

0.75 log log(1/�0)+1.5 log(1+log(u/2)). For each item
i 2 [n], the algorithm stores a counter Ti of the num-
ber of comparisons in which it has been involved, along
with an empirical estimate of the associated score
b⌧i(Ti). For notational convenience, we adopt the short-
hands b⌧i = b⌧i(Ti) and ↵i = ↵(Ti). Within each round,
we also let (·) denote a permutation of [n] such that
b⌧(1) � b⌧(2) � · · · � b⌧(n). We then define the indices

d1 = argmin
i2{(1),...,(k�h)}

b⌧i � ↵i,

d2 = argmax
i2{(k+1+h),...,(n)}

b⌧i + ↵i. (3)

These indices are the analogues of the standard indices
of the Lower-Upper Confidence Bound (LUCB) strat-
egy from the bandit literature [Kal+12] for the top
k�h and bottom n�h�k items. The LUCB strategy
for exact top k recovery would update the scores d1
and d2 (for h = 0) at each round. As mentioned be-
fore, our strategy will go after what it “thinks” are
the top k � h items, S̃1 = {(1), . . . , (k � h)}, and
what it “thinks” are the bottom n � k � h items,
S̃2 = {(k + 1 + h), . . . , (n)}. Moreover, the algo-
rithm keeps all the other items in consideration for
inclusion in these sets, by keeping their confidence
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intervals below the confidence intervals of the items
in S̃1 and S̃2 (cf. equation (4) in the algorithm be-
low). This is crucial to ensure that the algorithm does
not get stuck trying to distinguish the middle items
{⇡(k�h+1), . . . ,⇡(k+h)}, which in general requires
many comparisons, as their scores are typically closer.
In Figure 2 we show an example run of the Hamming-
LUCB algorithm, to illustrate the idea.

Algorithm 1: Hamming-LUCB

1 Input: Confidence parameter �.
2 ↵(·)
3 Initialization: For every item i 2 [n], compare i to

an item j chosen uniformly at random from [n] \ {i},
and set b⌧i(1) = 1{i wins}, Ti = 1.

4 Do until termination:
5 Let (·) denote a permutation of [n] such that

b⌧(1) � b⌧(2) � . . . b⌧(n).
6 For d1 and d2 defined by equation (3), define the

indices

b1 = argmax
i2{d1,(k�h+1),...,(k)}

↵i,

b2 = argmax
i2{d2,(k+1),...,(k+h)}

↵i. (4)

7 For i 2 {b1, b2}, increment Ti  Ti +1, compare i
to an item j chosen uniformity at random from
[n] \ {i}, and update b⌧i  Ti�1

Ti
b⌧i + 1

Ti
1{i wins}.

8 End Loop once the termination condition holds:

b⌧d1 � ↵d1 � b⌧d2 + ↵d2 . (5)

9 Return the estimates of the partitions
bS1 = {(1), . . . , (k)} and bS2 = {(k + 1), . . . , (n)}.

3.2 Guarantees and optimality of the

Hamming-LUCB algorithm

We next establish guarantees on the number of com-
parisons for the Hamming-LUCB algorithm to suc-
ceed. As we show below, the number of comparisons
depends on the following gaps between the scores

�i,k+1+h and �k�h,i, where �i,j := ⌧i � ⌧j .

Thus, as one might intuitively expect, the number of
comparisons is typically smaller when h is larger, as
the corresponding gaps typically become larger.

Theorem 1. For any M 2 C0, the Hamming-
LUCB algorithm run with confidence parameter � is
(h, �)-Hamming-accurate, and with probability at least
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Figure 2. Visualization of a run of the Hamming-

LUCB algorithm on a problem instance with scores

evenly spaced in the interval [0.1, 0.9], and param-

eters k = 7, h = 3. The estimates of the scores b⌧i of
the top items {(1), . . . , (k � h)}, the middle items

{⇡(k�h+1), . . . ,⇡(k+h)}, and the bottom items

{(k+1+h), . . . , (n)}, along with the confidence in-

tervals [b⌧i�↵i, b⌧i+↵i] are depicted in blue, brown,

and red, respectively, after 200 comparisons, and at

termination. Note that once the confidence inter-

vals of the top and bottom items are separated, the

algorithm terminates.

1� �, makes at most Nup
h

(M) comparisons, where

Nup
h

(M) = (6)

eO
 

k�hX

i=1

��2
i,k+1+h

+
nX

i=k+1+h

��2
k�h,i

+ 2h��2
k�h,k+1+h

!
.

The notation eO absorbs factors logarithmic in n, and
doubly logarithmic in the gaps.

Theorem 1 proves that the Hamming-LUCB algorithm
is (h, �)-accurate, and characterizes the number of
comparisons that it requires as a function of the gaps
between the scores.

Comparing Nup
h

(M) to the number of comparisons
necessary and su�cient for finding the top-k items,
we see that the Hamming-LUCB algorithm depends
on the gaps �i,k+1+h and �k�h,i instead of the gaps
�i,k+1 and �k,i which appear in the sample complex-
ity for finding the top k items (cf. equation (2)). These
gaps are typically significantly larger, resulting in a
lower sample complexity. For example, in practice,
the scores are often increasing in that ⌧i � ⌧i+1 is on
average on the order of 1/n. Thus, for su�ciently large
h, several real world models belong to the class

C�,h := {M 2 (0, 1)n⇥n | Mij = 1�Mji, (7)

and ⌧i � ⌧i+h � �h/n, for all i}. (8)

See Figure 1 for plausible members of this class. For
this class, the complexity of finding the top-k items
with the Hamming-LUCB algorithm is on the order of
eO
�
n2/(�2h)

�
, which is by a factor of h smaller than

the complexity for finding the exact top-k items.
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Moreover, Hamming LUCB provides a strict improve-
ment over the optimal sample complexity in the pas-
sive setup, for which Shah and Wainwright [SW15]
establish upper bounds and minimax lower bounds
which state that O(n log n/�2

k�h,k+1+h
) comparisons

are necessary and su�cient to identify the top k items
up to a Hamming error h with high probability.

As h increases, the upper bound depends on gaps be-
tween items with increasingly disparate position in
the ranking, and thus, the upper bound on the sam-
ple complexity decreases. The following lower bound
shows that, up to logarithmic factors in n, doubly loga-
rithmic factors in the gaps, and a multiplicative scaling
of h, the Hamming-LUCB algorithm is optimal.

Theorem 2. For any � 2 (0, 0.14], let A denote
an algorithm which is uniformly (h, �)-accurate over
C1/8. Then when A is run on any comparison in-
stance M 2 C3/8, the algorithm A must make at least
N low

h
(M) comparisons in expectation, where

N low
h

(M) :=

clow log

✓
1

2�

◆ k�2hX

i=1

��2
i,k+1+2h +

nX

i=k+1+2h

��2
k�2h,i

!
,

for some universal constant clow > 0.

Note that the above lower bound does not depend on
the gaps involving the items k � 2h + 1, . . . , k + 2h.
However, we can still relate the lower bound to the
upper bound by (see the supplement for the simple
proof)

Nup
3h (M)  eO(N low

h
(M)), (9)

so that we see that, up to rescaling our Hamming er-
ror tolerance h, our upper and lower bounds (Nup

h
(M)

and N low
h

(M) respectively) match up to logarithmic
factors. For many problem instances of interest—such
as models in the class C�,h in equation (8)—the sam-
ple complexity bounds Nup

3h (M) and N low
h

(M) degrade
gracefully with the Hamming tolerance h, so that typ-
ically we have Nup

h
(M)  eO(N low

h
(M)).

Observe that if h = 0, we recover the exact top-k re-
covery upper bound in equation (2), which is related to
similar results for multi armed bandits [Kal+12]. We
believe that by modifying the confidence intervals in
Hamming LUCB as in the LUCB++ algorithm of Sim-
chowitz et al. [Sim+17], one can sharpen the upper
bound Nup

h
(M) on the sample complexity by replac-

ing log n with log k on the terms ��2
k�h,i

corresponding
to items i 2 {k+h+1, . . . , n}, thereby matching known
lower bounds for top-k subset selection problem in the
bandit literature [Sim+17; Che+17; Kal+12]. In the
interest of simplicity, we defer refining these logarith-
mic factors to later work.

3.3 Parametric models

Even though the lower bound of N low
h

(M) qualita-
tively matches the upper bound Nup

h
(M), it gives

the misleading impression that an h-approximate al-
gorithm can get away without querying the items in
{k � 2h, . . . , k + 2h+ 1}. In the proof section, we use
techniques from [Sim+17] and [Che+17] to establish
a more refined technical lower bound showing that all
items, including those with ranks not in but close to
k, must be compared an “adequate” number of times.
For simplicity, we state a consequence of this lower
bound applied to the parametric models described in
Section 2.4. In addition to showing that each item has
to be compared a certain number of times, this bound
also establishes that even knowledge of the exact para-
metric form of the pairwise comparison probabilities
M cannot drastically improve the performance of an
active ranking algorithm.

In more detail, we say that a model is parametric if
there exists a strictly increasing CDF � : R ! [0, 1]
such that Mij = �(wi � wj) for some weights {wj}.
For any pair of constants 0 < �min  �max < 1, we
say that a CDF � is (�min,�max,Mmin)-bounded, if it
is di↵erentiable, and if its derivative �0 satisfies the
bounds

�min  �0(t)  �max, (10)

for all t 2 [��1(Mmin),��1(1 � Mmin)]. Note that
for the popular BTL and Thurstone models, equa-
tion (10) holds with �min/�max close to one, provided
that Mmin is not too small. We say that an algorirthm
A is symmetric if its distribution of comparisons com-
mutes with permutations of the items. For any such
algorithm, our main lower bound is as follows:

Theorem 3. For a given �  1
2 min( 1

k
, 1
n�k

), let A
be any symmetric algorithm that is uniformly (h, �)-
Hamming accurate over CPAR(�) \ CMmin . Given any
instance M 2 CPAR(�) \ CMmin , when A is run on the
instance M , then for any integer q � 1 and any item
a 2 [n], it must make at least

Mmin�2
min

3�2
max

✓
2q � 1

2h+ q

◆2

· max
b2{k�2(h+q),k+1+2(h+q)}

��2
a,b

comparisons involving item a on average.

In particular, by choosing q = h, we see that the total
sample complexity is lower bounded by

Xk�3h

i=1
��2

i,k+1+3h +
Xn

i=k+1+3h
��2

k�3h,i

+6h��2
k�3h,k+1+3h, (11)

which is equivalent to the upper bound Nup
3h (M)

achieved by the Hamming-LUCB algorithm up to log-
arithmic factors. The lower bound from Theorem 3
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is stronger than the lower bound from Theorem 2,
in that it applies to the larger class of algorithms
that are only (h, �)-accurate over the smaller class of
parametric models. In fact, the parametric subclass
CPAR(�)\CMmin is significantly smaller than the full set
of pairwise comparison models CMmin , in the sense that
one can find matrices in CMmin that cannot be well-
approximated by any parametric model [Sha+16b].
Therefore, Theorem 3 shows that, up to rescaling the
Hamming error tolerance h and logarithmic factors,
the Hamming-LUCB algorithm is optimal, even if we
restrict ourself to algorithms that are uniformly (h, �)-
accurate only over a parametric subclass. Thus, in
the regime where the pairwise comparison probabilities
are bounded away from zero, parametric assumptions
cannot substantially reduce the sample complexity of
finding an approximate ranking; an observation that
has been made previously in the paper [Hec+16] for
exact rankings.

A second and equally important consequence of The-
orem 3 is that each item has to be sampled a certain
number of times, an intuition not captured by Theo-
rem 2. This conclusion continues to hold for general
pairwise comparison matrices, please see the supple-
ment for a formal statement.

3.4 Random guessing

Even though our the upper and lower bounds essen-
tially match whenever Nup

3h (M) ⇡ Nup
h

(M), there are
there are pathological instances for which Nup

3h (M)⌧
Nup

h
(M), and where the Hamming-LUCB algorithm

will make considerably more comparisons than a care-
ful random guessing strategy.

As an example, consider a problem instance parame-
terized by , ✏, with scores given by

⌧i =

8
>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>:

1/2 + , i 2 {1, . . . , k � h� 2}
1/2 + 2✏, i = k � h� 1

1/2 + ✏, i 2 {k � h, . . . , k}
1/2� ✏, i 2 {k + 1, . . . , k + 1 + h}
1/2� 2✏, i = k + 2 + h

1/2� , i 2 {k + h+ 2, . . . , n}

,

for some  and ✏. The upper bound (6) for the
Hamming-LUCB strategy is at least on the order of
h/✏2, since the gap between the (k � h)-th and the
(k + 1 + h)-th largest score is 4✏. However, the lower
bound provided by Theorem 2 is (n � 2(h + 2))/2,
which is independent of ✏. Thus, by making ✏ small,
the ratio of upper and lower bounds becomes arbi-
trarily large. Intuitively, Hamming-LUCB is waste-
ful because it is attempting to identify the exact top
k � h arms with too much precision. However, for

this particular problem instance, the following random
guessing strategy will attain our lower bound. First,
we obtain estimates b⌧i of each score ⌧i by comparing
item i to Ti = c log(n/�)/2 randomly chosen items.
For each score, test whether there are k � h� 2 items
obeying b⌧i � 1/2+c

p
log(n)/Ti and whether there are

n� (k+h+2) items obeying b⌧i  1/2� c
p

log(n)/Ti.

If yes, assign these items the estimates bS1 and bS2, re-
spectively, and assign all remaining items uniformly at
random to the sets bS1 and bS2, and terminate.

4 Experimental results

In this section, we provide experimental evidence that
corroborates our theoretical claims that the Hamming-
LUCB algorithm allows to significantly reduce the
number of comparisons if one is content with an ap-
proximate ranking. We show that these gains are at-
tained on a real-world data set. Specifically, we gener-
ate a pairwise comparison model by choosing M such
that the Borda scores ⌧i coincide with those found em-
pirically in the PlaNYC survey [SL15]; see panel (b)
of Figure 1 for the form of these scores. We emphasize
that since Hamming LUCB depends only on the Borda
scores ⌧i and not on the comparison probabilities Mij ,
these simulations provide a faithful representation of
how Hamming LUCB performs on real-world data.

In Figure 3, we plot the results of running the
Hamming-LUCB algorithm on the PlanNYC-pairwise
comparison model in order to determine the top k = 35
items, for di↵erent values of h. We observed that re-
sults for other values of k were very similar. As sug-
gested by our theory, the number of comparisons to
find an approximate ranking decays in a manner in-
versely proportional to h.

We compare the Hamming-LUCB algorithm to an-
other sensible active ranking strategy for obtaining an
Hamming-accurate ranking. Specifically, we consider a
version of the successive elimination strategy proposed
in [Hec+16, Sec. 3.1] for finding an exact ranking. This
strategy can be adapted to yield an Hamming-accurate
ranking by changing its stopping criterium. Instead of
stopping once all items have been eliminated, we stop
when either k�h items have been assigned to the top,
or n� k � h items have been assigned to the bottom.
While this strategy yields an Hamming accurate rank-
ing, its sample complexity is, up to logarithmic fac-
tors, equal to

P
k�h

i=1
1

(⌧i�⌧k+1)2
+
P

n

i=k+1+h

1
(⌧k�⌧i)2

+

2h(⌧k�h � ⌧k+1+h), which is strictly smaller than that
of the Hamming-LUCB algorithm. As Figure 3 shows,
this strategy requires significantly more comparisons
for finding an approximate ranking, thereby validat-
ing the benefits of our approach.
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Figure 3. Sample complexity of the Hamming-

LUCB algorithm and an elimination strategy run

on a pairwise comparison model resembling the

PlaNYC online sequential survey. Both algorithms

find the top 35 proposals out of 263 proposals, up

to Hamming error h. The error bars correspond to

one standard deviation from the mean. The results

show that the sample complexity of the Hamming-

LUCB algorithm for finding an h-accurate rank-

ing drops by a factor of about h. Moreover, the

Hamming-LUCB algorithm requires significantly

fewer samples than the elimination strategy.

5 Discussion

In this paper, we considered the problem of finding an
Hamming-approximate ranking from pairwise compar-
isons. We provided an algorithm that allows to signif-
icantly reduce the sample complexity if one is content
with an approximate ranking. Moreover, we showed
that our algorithm is near optimal and remains near
optimal when imposing common parametric assump-
tions. There are a number of open and practically rel-
evant questions suggested by our work. As our work
shows, it is non-trivial to adapt to approximate no-
tions of ranking. It would be interesting to further
understand how one can optimally adapt to approx-
imate notions of ranking, by closing the gap of our
bounds for pathological problem instances, and more
importantly by studying other notions of approximate
rankings. It would also be interesting to study algo-
rithms that work with a limited budget of queries and
quantify their approximation accuracy.
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